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ÄNGSLILJA full/queen duvet cover set $39.99/3pcs Light blue 003.186.16  Other sizes available. Prices vary. See page 51 for details.

WELCOME TO AUGUST AT IKEA

With autumn round the corner, it’s time to get the home 
in shape for some good and cozy indoor times. This 
month there’s a big focus on the kitchen, with a new 
very affordable kitchen launched along with matching  
products. For the rest of the home there’s a range of 
textiles to discover, from cushion covers with traditional 
Swedish patterns to sophisticated bedding and two new 
rugs that are tough enough for the outdoors. 

The living room sees the addition of a unique rocking 
chair in rattan and some modern and fun sofa tables. To 
help set the right mood, we’re launching a range of home 
decoration pieces, for example a glass dome and box, 
beautiful figurines and candleholders - all to prepare the 
home before the leaves start falling. 
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GRÖNADAL rocking-chair 
$249 Clear-lacquered rattan, 
solid ash and steel. Designer: 
Lisa Hilland. Requires assembly. 
W22½×D32¼×H33⅞". Gray/natural 
903.200.97

GRÖNADAL ROCKING-CHAIR
Traditional Vietnamese handcraft and modern  
Scandinavian style come together in GRÖNADAL  
rocking-chair. The chair was produced in a rattan factory 
in Nha Trang, where IKEA makes many different products 
as part of helping to create jobs and preserve valuable 
traditions by working with rattan. The chair is made with 
an unusual mix of materials in a strong iconic shape, as 
the designer Lisa Hilland explains: 

“I designed GRÖNADAL with the idea of making a  
rocking-chair that unites unexpected meetings between 
materials and expressions. Rattan and ash are lively  
natural materials that age with grace, creating an  
interesting contrast to the powder-coated steel. The back 
and seat are handwoven using traditional techniques, 
while the airy shape connects to modern Scandinavian 
design.”

Using a cane weaving technique where rattan is woven 
directly onto the steel frame, the skilled craftsmen have 
created a chair that’s both lightweight and easy to move 
around, and start rocking in. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Combining traditional Vietnamese craftsmanship with 
modern Scandinavian style, GRÖNADAL rocking-chair is 
made in woven rattan, light and easy to get rocking in! 

TAGS
ikea, grönadal, rocking-chair 

GRÖNADAL rocking-chair $249 903.200.97
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GRÖNADAL rocking-chair $249/ea 903.200.97
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GRÖNADAL rocking-chair $249 903.200.97

RATTAN HAS BEEN HANDWOVEN DIRECTLY ONTO 
THE STEEL FRAME IN A WAY THAT CAN NEVER BE 
REPLICATED BY MACHINES. 
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KVISTBRO STORAGE TABLES

Perfect for the living room, KVISTBRO storage table is a 
great way of combining the function of a sofa table with 
practical storage and attractive display. Based on a metal 
basket design, the wired pattern is beautiful in itself, but 
the basket can also be used for displaying all sorts of 
things like blankets, books or even kid’s toys. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Perfect for the living room, KVISTBRO storage table  
combines a sofa table with practical storage and  
attractive display in a metal basket design. 

TAGS
ikea, kvistbro, storage table

KVISTBRO storage table $59.99 Ø24, H16½". 503.222.39
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KVISTBRO storage table $59.99 
A handle in the table top makes 
it easy to open and get to things 
stored in the basket. Painted finish 
and powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Francis Cayouette. Requires  
assembly. Ø24, H16½". White 
503.222.39

PE593770

KVISTBRO storage table $49.99 
A handle in the table top makes 
it easy to open and get to things 
stored in the basket. Painted finish 
and powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Francis Cayouette. Requires  
assembly. Ø17⅜, H16½". Turquoise 
103.222.41

KVISTBRO storage tables Ø17⅜, H16½" $49.99/ea 103.222.41  Ø24, H16½" $59.99/ea 503.222.39
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GLADOM TRAY TABLES

Let us introduce a modern-looking side table that’s small 
and flexible enough to be placed anywhere in the home. 
GLADOM tray table is made from smooth metal in soft 
and dusty yellow or green. It comes with a removable  
tray that looks nice by itself placed on the floor or  
wherever it’s used for serving. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Small and smooth in soft colors, GLADOM tray table can 
be placed anywhere in the home, the whole table or just 
the tray top. 

TAGS
ikea, gladom, tray table 

GLADOM tray table $29.99 Dark green 103.306.70
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GLADOM tray table $29.99  
You can use the removable tray 
for serving. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Chenyi Ke. Requires  
assembly. Ø17½, H20⅝". Dark 
green 103.306.70

PE593860

GLADOM tray table $29.99  
You can use the removable tray 
for serving. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Chenyi Ke. Requires  
assembly. Ø17½, H20⅝".  
Light yellow 402.612.55

GLADOM tray tables $29.99/ea Light yellow 402.612.55  Dark green 103.306.70
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LIXHULT CABINETS

Creating a cool and clutter-free home is easy with LIXHULT  
cabinets. These fully flexible and stackable metal  
cabinets can be mounted on the wall or placed on the 
floor in for example a living room or hallway, or some 
other place that the designer Jon Karlsson suggests: 

“LIXHULT is perfect for using up the space, such as 
around the sofa, in a corner, the space between furniture 
pieces or between windows. The cabinets make a great 
home for all those ‘homeless’ items in the house - from 
keys and wallets to toys and handbags.”

The square and rectangular shaped LIXHULT cabinets 
come in four different sizes and many colors that can be 
put together in all sorts of combinations, making storage 
very creative and colorful! 

LIXHULT cabinets must be secured to wall (and also 
to each other when stacking) with included restraints  
according to product assembly instructions.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Solve your clutter challenge with LIXHULT cabinet, a fully 
flexible and stackable way of storage that gets colorfully 
creative.

TAGS
ikea, lixhult, cabinets

LIXHULT cabinet $35/ea Gray 703.286.69
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LIXHULT cabinet $35 The 
cabinet can be used either with 
the included legs or be placed on 
the floor. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Jon Karlsson. Requires 
assembly. W13¾×D13¾×23⅝". 
Red 503.286.70

PE593253

LIXHULT cabinet $35 The 
cabinet can be used either with 
the included legs or be placed on 
the floor. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Jon Karlsson. Requires 
assembly. W23⅝×D13¾×H13¾". 
Gray 703.286.69

PE593249

LIXHULT cabinet $15  
Powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Jon Karlsson. Requires assembly. 
9⅞×9⅞×9⅞". Yellow 303.286.66

PE593250

LIXHULT cabinet $25  
Powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Jon Karlsson. Requires assembly. 
13¾×13¾×13¾". Blue 103.286.67

PE593251

LIXHULT cabinet $35 The  
cabinet can be used either with  
the included legs or be placed  
on the floor. Powder-coated steel 
Designer: Jon Karlsson. Requires 
assembly. W13¾×D13¾×H23⅝". 
Green 303.286.71

PE593248

LIXHULT cabinet $15  
Powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Jon Karlsson. Requires assembly. 
9⅞×9⅞×9⅞". White 503.286.65

LIXHULT series Blue $25/ea 103.286.67  Yellow $15/ea 303.286.66

MAKE A COLORFUL DESIGN STATEMENT WITH LIXHULT 
CABINETS, WHILE ALSO HIDING AWAY ANY CLUTTER. 

LIXHULT cabinets must be secured to wall (and also to each other when stacking) 
with included restraints according to product assembly instructions.
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VALLENTUNA SERIES 

Times are changing and these days the living room often 
needs to work as more than just that. With smaller living  
spaces, it may need to provide a bed (or more), and  
extra storage is always attractive. To meet all these 
needs, we have created our most flexible seating solution  
so far - VALLENTUNA series.  

Based on units with the same look, it’s possible to  
combine sections for seating, sleeping and storage, while 
also mixing and matching different covers to create a 
very unique, personal combination. It’s easy to change 
and adapt sections to create solutions in different sizes 
and shapes that suit every family and living space. Even 
unconventional shapes can be created, with sleep for one 
to several people, next to each other or separated with 
space in between. Bedding can be kept in a seat section 
with storage for all sorts of things, while also looking nice 
on the inside. On the following pages are some ready 
sofa combinations from small to big that can be bought 
easily in the store. 

All modular sections are available in a range of soft  
covers in mature colors, all removable and washable.  
Even the armrests and backrests can be given a  
different color - the possibilities of VALLENTUNA series  
are indeed endless! 

SOCIAL MEDIA
The possibilities are endless when combining modules for 
seating, sleeping and storage and mixing covers in the 
new VALLENTUNA series. 

TAGS
ikea, vallentuna, sofa, series 

VALLENTUNA sleeper sectional, 3-seat $1215 Sleeps one, with two storage seat sections. Polyester/cotton cover. Imported. Requires assembly. 
Orrsta orange/Funnarp black/beige 091.623.47
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VALLENTUNA sleeper sectional, 3-seat $1110 
Sleeps one and includes one storage seat section. Polyester/cotton cover. Imported. Requires assembly. Orrsta 
light gray/Funnarp black/beige 491.614.02

THE SLEEP COMFORT OF VALLENTUNA SERIES IS GREAT 
THANKS TO POCKET SPRINGS AND A MATTRESS PAD, 
MAKING IT A BED FOR EVERY NIGHT. 

VALLENTUNA sleeper sectional, 3-seat $1110
Sleeps one, and includes one storage seat section. Polyester/cotton cover. Imported. Requires assembly. Orrsta 
light gray/Funnarp black/beige 491.614.02
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VALLENTUNA sectional, 5-seat $1925 Includes two storage seat sections. Polyester/cotton cover. Imported. Requires assembly. Murum beige/Hillared green 391.615.15

EVEN THE ARMRESTS AND BACKRESTS OF 
VALLENTUNA SERIES CAN BE GIVEN A COLOR 
TO SUIT DIFFERENT TASTES AND STYLES. 
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PRACTICAL SEAT SECTIONS WITH STORAGE CAN 
STORE BEDDING AND ALL SORTS OF THINGS AT 
HAND. 

VALLENTUNA sectional, 5-seat $1925 Includes two storage seat sections. Polyester/cotton cover. Imported. Requires assembly. Murum beige/
Hillared green 391.615.15
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ELVARLI STORAGE SYSTEM
Whether for a walk-in wardrobe, hallway solution or a 
business, ELVARLI storage system provides open storage  
that’s easy to get just right, while looking nice. ELVARLI  
storage system is the result of some innovative  
development at IKEA to create flexible, beautiful  
and lightweight storage. For example, posts  
offer a range of possible heights that make the system 
an ideal room divider too, offering high storage with  
lots of shelves to give a great overview and quick access 
to everything. 

ELVARLI storage system is elegantly designed with  
attention to small details like seamless joints and invisible  
fittings. The posts, drawer fronts and drawer tops are 
white giving it a fresh look, while bamboo shelves add 
warmth and character. A click-in function makes it easy 
to assemble and being made in lightweight aluminum, 
it’s even possible to take along this clever storage  
system when moving houses. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Step inside ELVARLI storage system - easily adaptable 
open storage that’s beautifully designed and works all 
across the home and for businesses. 

TAGS
ikea, elvarli, storage system  

ELVARLI three sections with drawers $587.50 W80¾×D21¾×H85". 491.880.05
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ELVARLI four sections with shoe shelves $700 W101×D20×H87¼–137¾". 991.880.03
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ELVARLI three sections with drawer and shoe shelves $367.50 W68¼×D20×H87¼–137¾". 091.880.07

BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED, ELVARLI STORAGE SYSTEM 
MAKES OPEN STORAGE ATTRACTIVE AND EASY TO 
ASSEMBLE WITH DIFFERENT WIDTHS. 
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VARV CLAMP SPOTLIGHT

The perfect little reading lamp is exactly what VARV 
clamp spotlight is. With a dimmable LED light bulb  
included, the light can be adjusted from directional  
reading light to a softer mood light. Attaching neatly to 
the MALM headboard, the lamp comes in a classic shape 
in white, silver-color or brass-color. 

VARV clamp spotlight helps to save energy at home as it 
only works with LED bulbs. In fact, as of 2016 IKEA only 
sells energy-efficient LED light bulbs to contribute to a 
lower environmental impact. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Find the perfect little bedside reading lamp in VARV 
clamp spotlight designed with a dimmable function for 
reading or setting the mood.  

TAGS
ikea, varv, clamp spotlight

VARV clamp spotlight $34.99/ea Silver-color 003.420.27  Brass-color 103.420.17  White 703.420.38
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VARV clamp spotlight $34.99  
Dimmable. Tinted, clear  
lacquered steel. Designer: Eva Lilja 
Löwenhielm. Requires assembly. 
Ø4, H4". Brass-color 103.420.17

PE419008

VARV clamp spotlight $34.99  
Dimmable. Powder-coated steel. 
Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. 
Requires assembly. Ø4, H4".  
White 703.420.38

PE419009

VARV clamp spotlight $34.99  
Dimmable. Brush finished steel. 
Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. 
Requires assembly. Ø4, H4".  
Silver-color 003.420.27

VARV clamp spotlight $34.99 White 703.420.38

WITH A DIMMABLE FUNCTION, VARV CLAMP  
SPOTLIGHT IS IDEAL BY MALM BED WHETHER  
IT’S FOR READING OR RELAXING.
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KALVIA ADD-ON FRONT

With open kitchens being more and more popular, it’s 
a chance to add some character and style to the home 
using kitchen fronts that work as art. That was the idea 
when IKEA collaborated with fashion designer and artist 
Martin Bergström. The result was KALVIA add-on fronts 
that cover six different motifs from one of his paintings 
printed directly onto our high-quality kitchen doors in six 
different sizes. These bold, graphic designs are sure to 
add a splash of fashion to the kitchen. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Add a splash of fashion to the kitchen with KALVIA add-
on fronts with six different motifs taken from one paint-
ing printed on high-quality IKEA doors. 

TAGS
ikea, kalvia, fronts 

KALVIA door $119/ea W24×H30". 003.305.24
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KALVIA door $69/ea W30×H15". 303.305.27 
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KALVIA door $99 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W15×H40". 
Printed 203.305.23

PE602914

KALVIA door $119 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W24×H30". 
Printed 003.305.24

PE592364

KALVIA door $59 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W24×H15". 
Printed 503.305.26

PE592369

KALVIA door $139 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W24×H40". 
Printed 703.305.25

PE592375

KALVIA door $69 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W30×H15". 
Printed 303.305.27

PE592363

KALVIA door $79 Each front  
size has a unique pattern. Foil  
finish. Designer: Martin Bergström. 
Requires assembly. W15×H30". 
Printed 403.305.22

KALVIA door $119/ea W24×H30". 003.305.24

WITH THE PATTERN TAKEN FROM AN ABSTRACT 
PAINTING, KALVIA ADD-ON FRONT CREATES AN  
EXCITING EFFECT AND UNIQUE EXPRESSION. 
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BARKABODA countertop $229 
You can cut the countertop to 
the length you want and cover 
the edges with the two included 
edging strips. Requires assembly. 
L74×D25⅝". Walnut 103.314.72

BARKABODA COUNTERTOP

The herringbone pattern has a beautifully pleasing  
geometry to the eye. In BARKABODA countertop the  
pattern in dark brown wood adds true elegance to the 
kitchen. The countertop is made durable with a layer  
of solid wood that covers a particleboard core. This  
technique not only gives a genuine expression of solid  
wood, but is a good environmental choice as it’s  
resource-efficient. Living up to water, moisture, heat and 
scratches, BARKABODA countertop becomes the perfect 
piece to personalize the kitchen.  

SOCIAL MEDIA
Let the herringbone pattern of BARKABODA countertop 
in dark brown add true elegance and durability to the  
kitchen.

TAGS
ikea, barkaboda, countertop

BARKABODA countertop $229 103.314.72
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BARKABODA countertop $229 103.314.72

BARKABODA COUNTERTOP IN A HERRINGBONE  
PATTERN ADDS DURABLE ELEGANCE TO THE KITCHEN.  
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LILLVIKEN series Stainless steel.  
Lid $4.49 Requires assembly. Ø3". 
203.178.52  Sink strainer with 
stopper $6.99 503.254.26

LILLVIKEN 
SINK STOPPER AND LID

A small but essential detail for any sink is the sink  
stopper. The new LILLVIKEN sink stopper has a basket 
that’s three times bigger than average, so it’s easier to 
clean and collect food waste. The sink stopper can be 
fitted with LILLVIKEN lid that’s magnetic and serves as 
a handle for picking up the basket when throwing away 
waste. The lid itself gives a clean and slim expression to 
the sink, a look that adds style to the sink. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Lend a clean and slim look to your sink with LILLVIKEN 
sink stopper featuring a larger basket that can be fitted 
with a magnetic lid. 

TAGS
ikea, lillviken, sink stopper, lid

LILLVIKEN series. Lid $4.49 203.178.52  Sink strainer with stopper $6.99 503.254.26
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NORRSJÖN & HILLESJÖN SINKS

This month sees the launch of an updated selection of 
sinks with different shapes, sizes and number of bowls 
which are the result from looking into what features are 
most suited for different kitchen activities. For example, 
NORRSJÖN sink has a large single bowl that’s ideal for 
extra tasks such as watering plants, filling buckets for 
house cleaning, doing laundry, or even bathing a baby. 
HILLESJÖN sink, on the other hand, has one larger and 
one smaller bowl - making a division that’s great when 
washing up and rinsing. The new sinks come in stainless 
steel that’s a hygienic, strong and durable material that’s 
easy to keep clean - and has a 25-year limited warranty. 
Priced at different levels, the new sinks make it easy to 
find one that not only fits the kitchen but also the wallet. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Find the sink to fit your kitchen activities with our new 
sinks in stainless steel featuring different shapes, sizes 
and number of bowls. 

TAGS
ikea, norrsjön, hillesjön, sinks

NORRSJÖN inset sink, 1 bowl $299 Fits cabinet frames min. 31½" wide. Stainless steel. L28⅞×D17¼×H7⅛". 803.248.97

Other sizes available, prices vary.
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HILLESJÖN inset sink, 1½ bowl $129 Reversible, so you can use it with the large bowl on the left or right. Fits in a 31½" wide cabinet frame. Stainless steel. L29½×D18⅛×H7⅛". 703.248.88

Other sizes available, prices vary.
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GRUNDVATTNET 
SINK ACCESSORIES

Everyday kitchen tasks can run more smoothly with the 
new GRUNDVATTNET sink accessories. From rinsing and 
preparing the food to cleaning the dishes and storing  
things in a space-saving way, the new accessories  
complement each other in function and design. Not only 
saving time when doing the dishes, it’s also possible to 
save water compared to washing everything under a 
running faucet. Plus, handling food and waste becomes 
more hygienic. Perfectly stackable in each other when 
not in use, the accessories give a clean and clutter-free 
sink making kitchen duties more enjoyable.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Save time and water using GRUNDVATTNET sink  
accessories to help keep everyday kitchen tasks running 
smoothly. 

TAGS
ikea, grundvattnet, sink accessories

GRUNDVATTNET wash-tub $8.99 803.142.85
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GRUNDVATTNET series. Chopping board $6.99 L17¾×W8½". 703.142.81  Mat $3.99 103.142.84

WITH A CLEAN AND MATCHING DESIGN, GRUNDVATTNET 
CHOPPING BOARD, MAT AND COLANDER MAKE FOOD 
PREPARATION CLUTTER-FREE AND HYGIENIC.   

GRUNDVATTNET colander $4.99 903.142.80
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GRUNDVATTNET box $3.49 103.142.98

GRUNDVATTNET BOX IS GREAT FOR STORING AWAY 
SMALL KITCHEN UTENSILS FOR A CLUTTER-FREE 
SINK. 
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GRUNDVATTNET colander $4.99 
Polypropylene plastic and synthetic  
rubber. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz /Petersén. L18×W6×H4". 
Gray 903.142.80

PE584584

GRUNDVATTNET chopping 
board $12.99 Polyethylene plastic. 
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/
Petersén. L17¾×W15". Gray 
503.142.82

PE584579

GRUNDVATTNET chopping 
board $6.99 Polyethylene plastic. 
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/
Petersén. L17¾×W8½". Gray 
703.142.81

PE584603

GRUNDVATTNET wash-tub 
$8.99 Polypropylene plastic 
and synthetic rubber. Designer: 
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. 
L15¼×W9×H6¼". Gray 803.142.85

PE584591

GRUNDVATTNET box $3.49  
Polypropylene plastic and synthetic  
rubber. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. L7×W5×H3". 
103.142.98

PE584934

GRUNDVATTNET mat $3.99 
Recycled PP plastic. Designer: 
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. 
L12⅝×W10¼". Gray 103.142.84

GRUNDVATTNET series. Box $3.49 103.142.98  Colander $4.99 903.142.80  Mat $3.99 103.142.84  
Wash-tub $8.99 803.142.85  Chopping board $6.99/ea L17¾×W8½". 703.142.81  Chopping board 
$12.99/ea L17¾×W15". 503.142.82

PH136509
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SUNNERSTA MINI-KITCHEN

Sometimes installing a large kitchen isn’t necessary, or 
too expensive and time-consuming. That’s why SUNNERSTA 
mini-kitchen was developed. Ideal when living in a small 
space, this free-standing kitchen meets the needs of  
customers who want basic kitchen functions with easy 
installation and at a great price. The designer Henrik 
Preutz hopes that the new kitchen will make cooking 
more fun and easier:

”With SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen I want to encourage a 
creative and playful feeling about cooking. Create an 
open and welcoming kitchen even if your living space is 
small, a simple kitchen area in the office or a practical 
solution when renovating.”  

This mini-kitchen covers preparing and storing. It’s  
designed for a single cooktop that can be stored away 
to free up the countertop for washing up or preparing 
food. There’s space for a small fridge under the  
countertop, and a SUNNERSTA cart to have on the side 
gives extra storage. The main sink is included in this  
incredibly priced kitchen.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Ideal when living in a small space, discover SUNNERSTA  
mini-kitchen with all basic kitchen functions at an  
incredible price. 

TAGS
ikea, sunnersta, mini-kitchen

SUNNERSTA series. Cart $29.99 703.037.20  Mini-kitchen $112.02 403.133.63 
Container 79¢ 503.037.35  Hooks 59¢/5pk 403.037.26  (Appliances and faucet are sold separately.)
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SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen $112.02 The shelf is reversible, so you can 
choose if you want it to the right or left. Stainless steel and powder-coated 
steel. Requires assembly. W44⅛×D22×H54¾". 403.133.63

PE601914

SUNNERSTA hooks 59¢/5pk 
Fits SUNNERSTA rail, cart and  
mini-kitchen. Plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. 403.037.26

PE601915

SUNNERSTA rail $1.99  
Powder-coated steel. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. Requires assembly. 
L23½". 303.037.22

PE601913

SUNNERSTA cart $29.99 
Powder-coated steel and  
polypropylene plastic.  
Designer: Henrik Preutz. Requires 
assembly. L22×W13×H38¼". 
703.037.20

PE601916

SUNNERSTA container 79¢ 
Fits SUNNERSTA rail, cart and 
mini-kitchen. Plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. W4¾×D4⅜×H5⅛". 
503.037.35

SUNNERSTA cart $29.99 703.037.20

SUNNERSTA CART PROVIDES EXTRA STORAGE, BUT 
ALSO MORE COOKING AND PREPARATION SPACE 
WHEN THERE’S A LOT GOING ON IN THE KITCHEN. 
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Pulled salmon sandwich $4.99 
403.420.68

PULLED SALMON SANDWICH 

The cold range in the IKEA Restaurant is now joined by 
an exciting dish - the pulled salmon sandwich. This dish 
has come about from some smart thinking around taking  
care of all of the prime salmon meat, not just the  
fillets, which means using more of the fish. The salmon 
has then been hot smoked, and with spices and a BBQ 
sauce added the taste is almost like pulled pork - but 
salmon. 

Influenced by street food trends, the pulled salmon  
comes in a bun with pickled red cabbage and sweet and  
sour pickles, as well as a green leaf salad. The result is  
a spicy dish that’s also sustainable, since all salmon at  
IKEA is ASC-certified (Aquaculture Stewardship Council). 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Grab a Pulled salmon sandwich at the IKEA Restaurant 
- an exciting and nutritious new dish with salmon that’s 
full of smoky BBQ taste.

TAGS
ikea, pulled salmon sandwich

Pulled salmon sandwich $4.99/ea 403.420.68
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Pulled salmon sandwich $4.99 403.420.68

THE PULLED SALMON SANDWICH IS AN EXCITING 
NEW DISH WITH A SMOKY BARBECUE TASTE. 
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KLÄTTA DECORATION STICKERS

Whether as a fast way to get some fun decoration on the 
wall, or as a way to cover up flaws or cracks, KLÄTTA 
decoration stickers do it both. This new stickers range 
covers motifs from frames to a world map and letters to 
write with. They make the wall a little bit more exciting 
while doing it no harm, as the stickers are easy to peel 
on and off.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Get creative on the wall with KLÄTTA decoration stickers 
- fun and decorative with a range of patterns that add 
style or cover up cracks. 

TAGS
ikea, klätta, decoration stickers 

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, wall collage frames $14.99 903.111.54
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PE564481

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, 
metallic letters $17.99 Motif  
created by Tom Frazier. Includes: 
five sheets of letters, one sheet 
with four blackboard-finish strips. 
Gold/silver-color 503.111.51

PE564475

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, 
metallic letters $17.99 Motif  
created by Tom Frazier. Includes: 
five sheets of letters, one sheet 
with four blackboard-finish strips. 
Gold/silver-color 503.111.51

PE564478

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, 
blackboard labels $12.99  
Includes: four sheets of blackboard 
labels of various shapes and sizes. 
703.179.01

PE593501

KLÄTTA decoration stickers,  
blackboard world $17.99 
L23½×W40½". 503.109.34

PE576219

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, 
blossom $14.99 Motif created by 
Phil Sheffield. Includes: 15 blossom 
strands. 703.111.50

PE564482

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, 
wall collage frames $14.99 Motif 
created by Joni Whyte. Includes: 
nine frames (max. H17", max. 
W21¼"). 903.111.54

KLÄTTA decoration stickers, wall collage frames $14.99 903.111.54
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RÖRD decorations, animals, 
$9.99/set of 3 Includes: one 
squirrel (H3¼"), one bear (H3") and 
one rabbit (H4¼"). Powder-coated 
aluminum. Black 003.272.96

RÖRD DECORATION SET

The squirrel, bear and rabbit figurines in RÖRD  
decoration set bring a magical, mystical touch to the 
home. The aluminum trio can be used in a decorative 
still life, in domes or on a glass shelf or ledge to create 
a great ornament. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Bring a magical, mystical touch to the home with the 
squirrel, bear and rabbit figurines in RÖRD decoration 
set.  

TAGS
ikea, rörd, decoration set

RÖRD decorations, animals, $9.99/set of 3 003.272.96
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RÖRD decorations, animals, $9.99/set of 3 003.272.96

THE RABBIT, BEAR AND SQUIRREL IN RÖRD  
DECORATION SET ADD A MAGICAL, MYSTICAL TOUCH 
TO THE HOME. 
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PE595246

HÄRLIGA glass dome with  
base $12.99 Solid acacia and  
glass. Ø5½, H10¾". 403.273.03

HÄRLIGA GLASS DOME

HÄRLIGA glass dome with base $12.99 403.273.03

Whether it’s to show off an antique statue or protect a 
precious clock or anything in between, HÄRLIGA glass 
dome does the job. With a wood base and beautifully 
shaped dome, it catches the eye and creates a decorative 
display that adds a personal touch to the home. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Show off or protect precious pieces in the unique  
HÄRLIGA glass dome with a wood base that creates a  
decorative display at home. 

TAGS
ikea, härliga, glass dome 
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OKÄND box $7.99 Steel and 
glass. W6×D9¾×H4¼". Clear glass/
black 003.272.82

OKÄND BOX

A clear glass box can be an elegant way to show off  
favorite objects, just as with OKÄND box. Designed with 
space to store and display anything from jewelry to 
treasures from trips or special collections, the box brings 
a touch of sophistication to the objects. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Put your small treasures or favorite collections on display 
in an elegant way with OKÄND box in glass with black 
edges. 

TAGS
ikea, okänd, box

OKÄND box $7.99 003.272.82
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OKÄND box $7.99 003.272.82
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PE596861

ÄNDLÖS candlestick $5.99 
Powder-coated steel and acacia. 
H3½". Black/brown 603.272.98

ÄNDLÖS CANDLESTICK

With autumn approaching, it’s time to stock up on the 
things that create a cozy candle mood at home. ÄNDLÖS 
candlestick comes in a traditional design with a handle, 
but features a modern mix of materials. The unexpected 
combination of powder-coated steel with acacia wood 
fuse to give a new look to an old classic.   

SOCIAL MEDIA
Create a cozy candle mood at home with ÄNDLÖS  
candlestick in a traditional design made with a modern 
mix of steel and acacia. 

TAGS
ikea, ändlös, candlestick

ÄNDLÖS candlestick $5.99/ea 603.272.98
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PE596858

ENIGHET candlestick for three 
candles $12.99 Powder-coated 
steel. Requires assembly. H8¾". 
Black 703.273.11

ENIGHET CANDLESTICK

Beautiful in its own right, ENIGHET candlestick is a  
three-armed candleholder that gives an atmospheric 
light. Made in powder-coated steel, the black candlestick 
has a round base that can be used for keeping small 
things or just for elegant decoration.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Light up your home and give it some atmosphere with 
the beautiful ENIGHET candlestick - three-armed in an 
elegant design with a rounded base. 

TAGS
ikea, enighet, candlestick 

ENIGHET candlestick for three candles $12.99 703.273.11
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PE575479

RENREPE cushion cover $6  
The zipper makes the cover easy  
to remove. 100% cotton. Imported.
Designer: Paulin Machado. 20×20". 
Multicolor 303.265.06

RENREPE CUSHION COVER

Resembling fine old embroidery, RENREPE cushion  
cover has a truly traditional pattern that’s been drawn by 
designer Pauline Machado to give a handmade feeling. 
Just like traditional Swedish cushions, RENREPE cushion 
cover has a motif where plants, geometric patterns and 
animals like birds and deer come together. The cover 
gives a unique style expression, and it’s even possible to 
vary the look, as the backside of the cover has an equally 
beautiful pattern with florals set against the black base. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Resembling fine old embroidery, RENREPE cushion  
cover is a textile gem with a traditional Swedish motif of 
plants, patterns and animals.

TAGS
ikea, renrepe, cushion cover

RENREPE cushion cover $6 303.265.06
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RENREPE cushion cover $6 303.265.06

INSPIRED BY TRADITIONAL SWEDISH EMBROIDERY, 
RENREPE CUSHION COVER HAS A MOTIF WHERE 
FLOWERS AND DEER COME TOGETHER BEAUTIFULLY. 
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RÖDARV CUSHION
KUDDVIVA & BRUNÖRT 
CUSHION COVERS

This month, two new cushion covers and a new cushion 
with coordinated patterns bring a traditional look to the 
sofa. The designer Eva Lundgren who created RÖDARV 
cushion and KUDDVIVA cushion cover made old Swedish 
patterns come alive in her designs: 

“Sketching the RÖDARV, I was inspired by traditional 
Swedish wool embroidery. I thought about how women 
in the old days used their plant-dyed yarn to weave and 
create wonderful textiles by candlelight. My imagination 
ran free when I thought about all the flowers picked in 
wild meadows. A treasure, rich in design and color, to 
stand out in the otherwise simple homes. And it’s just as 
beautiful in our modern homes today.” 

RÖDARV cushion is embroidered which adds texture 
and lustre to the fabric. And just like in times gone by, 
RÖDARV cushion and KUDDVIVA cushion covers are 
made in the shapes of coach cushions traditionally used 
for horse and carriage. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Give the sofa a new look with patterns inspired by  
traditional Swedish embroidery - discover RÖDARV  
cushion and KUDDVIVA and BRUNÖRT cushion covers. 

TAGS
ikea, rödarv, kuddviva, brunört, cushion, cushion covers

RÖDARV cushion $24.99 L16×W26". 603.349.15  KUDDVIVA cushion cover $10 L16×W26". 003.265.03  
BRUNÖRT cushion cover $6 20×20". 903.265.08
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PE575478

BRUNÖRT cushion cover $6  
The zipper makes the cover easy  
to remove. 100% cotton. Imported. 
Designer: Paulin Machado. 20×20". 
Multicolor 903.265.08

PE597148

RÖDARV cushion $24.99  
You can easily vary the look  
because the two sides have  
different designs. 100% cotton 
cover. Imported. Duck feather 
filling. Designer: Eva Lundgreen. 
L16×W26". Multicolor 603.349.15

PE575481

KUDDVIVA cushion cover 
$10 The zipper makes the cover 
easy to remove. 100% cotton. 
Imported. Designer: Synnöve Mork. 
L16×W26". Multicolor 003.265.03

RÖDARV cushion $24.99 803.246.86

EMBROIDERED WITH A PATTERN INSPIRED BY  
TRADITIONAL SWEDISH MOTIFS, RÖDARV CUSHION 
HAS A TOUCH OF OLD WORLD CHARM. 
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ÄNGSLILJA DUVET COVER

With a washed cotton feel, ÄNGSLILJA duvet cover gives 
a calm and soft impression in gray, light blue or white. 
And like all cotton at IKEA nowadays, the 100% cotton 
comes from more sustainable sources, which makes for 
a good conscience at night too. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
With a washed cotton feel, ÄNGSLILJA duvet cover in 
100% cotton gives a calm and soft impression in gray, 
light blue or white. 

TAGS
ikea, ängslilja, duvet cover

ÄNGSLILJA full/queen duvet cover set $39.99/3pcs White 003.18.541
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PE575538

ÄNGSLILJA twin duvet cover set 
$29.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase.  
Concealed press studs keep the 
duvet in place. 100% cotton.  
Imported. Gray 503.186.47

PE575524

ÄNGSLILJA twin duvet cover set 
$29.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase.  
Concealed press studs keep the 
duvet in place. 100% cotton.  
Imported. White 603.185.43

PE575541

ÄNGSLILJA twin duvet cover set 
$29.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase.  
Concealed press studs keep the 
duvet in place. 100% cotton.  
Imported. Light blue 603.186.18

Also available:

ÄNGSLILJA full/queen duvet 
cover set $39.99/3pcs  
Includes full/queen duvet cover  
and two pillowcases. White,  
light blue or gray

ÄNGSLILJA king duvet cover set 
$49.99/3pcs Includes king duvet 
cover and two pillowcases. White, 
light blue or gray 

ÄNGSLILJA full/queen duvet cover set $39.99/3pcs Gray 903.186.45 Also available: Twin 29.99/2pcs and King $49.99/3pcs

WITH A WASHED COTTON FEEL, ÄNGSLILJA DUVET 
COVER MAKES IT INVITING FOR GOING TO BED. 
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PE578043

BLÅVINDA twin duvet cover set 
$39.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase. The  
zipper keeps the duvet in place. 
100% cotton percale. Imported. 
Beige 003.370.64

Also available:  
Full/queen $49.99/3pcs  
Includes full/queen duvet cover  
and two pillowcases.

King $59.99/3pcs Includes king 
duvet cover and two pillowcases.

BLÅVINDA DUVET COVER

Add variety to the bed with the double-sided BLÅVINDA 
duvet cover featuring classic pinstripes on one side and 
a nice cotton structure on the other. Being yarn-dyed, 
the gray or beige colors of the bedlinen are sure to stay 
lustrous even after many washes.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Change the look of your bed with the two-sided BLÅVINDA  
duvet cover with a nice cotton structure on one side and 
pinstripes on the other. 

TAGS
ikea, blåvinda, duvet cover 

BLÅVINDA twin duvet cover set $39.99/3pcs 003.370.64
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BLÅVINDA twin duvet cover set $39.99/2pcs 003.370.64

BLÅVINDA DUVET COVER IS GIVEN TWO DIFFERENT 
LOOKS WITH CLASSIC PINSTRIPES ON ONE SIDE 
AND A STRUCTURED COTTON TEXTURE ON THE OTHER.
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PE557110

SKOGSKLÖVER roller blind  
Polyester/nylon. Imported.  
Requires assembly. Gray

W23×L76¾" $19.99 203.145.99   
W27×L76¾" $22.99 803.146.00   
W30×L76¾" $27.99 203.146.03   
W32×L76¾" $29.99 003.146.04   
W34×L76¾" $32.99 303.146.07 
W36×L76¾" $36.99 103.146.08 
W38×L76¾" $39.99 303.146.12 
W48×L76¾" $42.99 103.146.13

SKOGSKLÖVER BLIND

To let in the light or filter it out and keep curious glances 
away, that’s what blinds are for. SKOGSKLÖVER roller 
blind does all this with no cord, so it’s 100% safe for  
living with children. In fact, as of 2016 we have changed 
our range to only offer blinds and curtains without cords, 
or with non-accessible cords to make homes safer for 
small children. 

SKOGSKLÖVER roller blind has a soft-closing and silent 
roll-up, and filters light so it reduces reflections on the 
TV or other screens. Available in beige, gray and white to 
match with curtains, it’s a great solution for a safe and 
beautiful window. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Let in the light or filter it out with SKOGSKLÖVER roller 
blind that’s cordless so a great solution for a child-safe 
and beautiful window. 

TAGS
ikea, skogsklöver, roller blind

SKOGSKLÖVER roller blind $42.99 W48×L76¾". 103.146.13
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ROSKILDE rug, flatwoven,  
in/outdoor $79.99  
The rug is machine woven.  
100% polypropylene.  
Imported. Designer: Synnöve 
Mork. W6'7"×L8'2". Green-blue 
603.221.06

ROSKILDE RUG

When designer Synnöve Mork got to work on the blue 
and green color block pattern of ROSKILDE rug she was 
inspired by modern art, architecture and furniture from 
the 1950s and ‘60s. The design process itself was an 
interesting one:  

”To create ROSKILDE rug, I started out by painting  
with colors and patterns from that era. Then I cut 
everything into smaller pieces, placed them in  
different directions and put them back together again. 
The final result became a kind of platform for furniture in 
the modern home – a rug for all sorts of rooms.”

ROSKILDE rug comes in a new format (8'2"×6'7") and 
being flatwoven it works equally well by a sofa as it does 
under a dining table, it even works outdoors. Adding 
style to a patio or deck, there’s nothing stopping this rug 
from looking great for many seasons to come.   

SOCIAL MEDIA
Decorate the floor with the blue and green color blocks 
of ROSKILDE rug that’s inspired by art and furniture from 
the 1950s and ‘60s.    

TAGS
ikea, roskilde, rug

ROSKILDE rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor $79.99 603.221.06
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LOBBÄK rug, flatwoven,  
in/outdoor $79.99  
The rug is machine woven.  
100% polypropylene. Imported. 
Designer: Paulin Machado. 
W6'7"×L8'2". Beige 603.207.15

LOBBÄK RUG

Designed in a traditional herringbone pattern, LOBBÄK 
rug in beige is a durable rug for the entire home. It works 
well in the dining room as it’s flatwoven, able to handle 
the daily movements of chairs. It’s even tough enough 
to work outdoors, where it can withstand snow and sun. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Add a durable rug to the home with the flatwoven LOBBÄK  
rug in a herringbone pattern - tough enough to stand the 
outdoors. 

TAGS
ikea, lobbäk, rug

LOBBÄK rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor $79.99 603.207.15
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LOBBÄK rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor $79.99 603.207.15

FEATURING A CLASSIC HERRINGBONE PATTERN, 
THE FLATWOVEN LOBBÄK RUG IS DURABLE ENOUGH 
TO BE USED ACROSS THE ENTIRE HOME AND EVEN 
OUTDOORS. 
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